We've updated the Microsoft Services Agreement, which governs many of our online services - including your Microsoft account and many of our online products and services for consumers, such as Hotmail, SkyDrive, Bing, MSN, Office.com, Windows Live Messenger, Windows Photo Gallery, Windows Movie Maker, Windows Mail, Windows Desktop and Windows Writer.

Over the past days, we have sent notifications regarding your account suspension which many fails to update. However, failure to verify your records will result in account suspension. Click on the Verify button below and enter your login information on the following page to Confirm your records.

Verify

We also clarified how Microsoft uses your content to better protect consumers and improve our products, including aligning our usage to the way we're designing our cloud services to be highly integrated across many Microsoft products. We realise you may have personal conversations and store personal files using our products, and we want you to know that we prioritise your privacy.

Thank you for using Microsoft products and services!

Microsoft respects your privacy. Please read our online Privacy Statement.
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